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Abstract
This document is derived from the Candidate Recommendation Formula Requirements published on 21 May, 2005 [CRFR].  The document is currently extremely brief, containing only a statement of the requirements, without the motivating use cases.
Future drafts will be accompanied by relevant use cases and, as the formula specification stabilises, complete examples supporting those use cases.
Status
Circulation of this Public Working Draft is unrestricted.  Recipients of this draft are invited to submit comments to Geoff Shuetrim, and to submit notification of any relevant patent rights of which they are aware and to provide supporting documentation.
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Terminology and Formatting
Terminology used in XBRL frequently overlaps with terminology from other fields.  Refer to the XBRL 2.1 Specification [XBRL] for definitions of specific terms.  Additional specific terminology is defined in the following table.
target instance
The XBRL instance being processed by a formula processor.  It MUST be valid according to the XBRL 2.1 specification.
binding
The association of values with variables in expressions.
filtering
The process of determining the set of bindings that are permitted for a variable, given the inputs to the formula processor, the formula being processed, and previous variable bindings

The following highlighting is used for non-normative examples in this document:

Non-normative editorial comments to be removed from final recommendations are denoted as follows:
GCS: This highlighting indicates editorial comments about the current draft, prefixed by the editor’s initials.
Italics are used for rhetorical emphasis only and do not convey any special normative meaning.

Requirements
Specification modularity requirements
Any specifications MUST NOT redefine terms defined in specifications upon which they depend
Any document that is conformant with specifications produced by the working group will also be a valid XBRL 2.1 document
Any valid XBRL 2.1 document will also be conformant with specifications produced by the working group
The nature of formulae
Formulae MUST define functional relationships between XBRL objects that are held to be true across XBRL instances
Formulae MUST be able to test for the presence or absence of various properties of the target instance
An XBRL formula processor MUST not generate any other type of XML documents
The output of formula processing MUST include 0, 1 or more XBRL instances
Formulae MAY define functional relationships where facts for the same concept are used both as inputs and as outputs
Formulae MAY define functional relationships that, when evaluated, draw on values for facts that have different contexts and units
Formula declarations MUST include sufficient information to support reporting the result of a successful evaluation as a complete XBRL item, including the item value, the concept, the context for the item, the units for the item, and the precision or decimals value for numeric items
XBRL facts resulting from formula evaluation MAY have contexts and units that are not part of the target instance
Formulae MUST be able to produce any valid value for any XBRL fact
Formulae MUST be able to include preconditions that determine whether the formula itself is to be evaluated
Formula evaluation preconditions MUST not condition on the content of the output XBRL instance
A DTS MUST be able to contain more than one formula that can be evaluated to compute facts for the one concept
Formulae and the DTS
A DTS MUST be able to include formulae
The input DTS to a formula processor MUST include the DTS that is discoverable from the XBRL instance being processed
Formulae, constant declarations, and function declarations MAY be partitioned into sets
Formulae in a DTS MUST be able to be prohibited
Formula documentation
Formulae in a DTS MUST be able to be documented using labels
Formulae MUST be able to have multiple labels, with different purposes and in different languages
Formulae MUST be able to be documented using references
Formula syntax
The syntax for formulae SHOULD NOT require redundancy
It MUST be possible to define constants outside of a specific formula
It MUST be possible to define constants with values that are built-in XML Schema data types
Formula processing
Formula processing MUST NOT take a Post Taxonomy Validation Infoset as an input
The result of applying formulas to an instance that is not XBRL-valid is not defined
Formulae MUST NOT provide a syntax for specifying the location in the output XBRL instance of the facts that they can generate
Formula processor behaviour MUST be defined in the event of expression evaluation exceptions
Formula expressions
The expression language MUST include operators to select nodes in the target instance
The expression language MUST be able to express all constants from the value space of XML Schema primitive data types
The expression language MUST be able to include variables that have values determined outside of the expression itself
The expression language MUST support standard mathematical operators
Operators that MUST be supported are:
	Addition and subtraction of values;

Division and modulus of values, both integer and real;
Multiplication of values;
Determine maxima and minima of a sequence of values;
The range of string matching and modification operations made possible by regular expressions;
All of the following relational operations, =, <, >, <=, >=, and != on numeric items and =, != on non-numeric items
Motivating examples:
0001 (illustrates usage of the +, - and = operators).
The expression language MUST support absolute value operations
The expression language MUST support regular expressions
The expression language MUST support standard logical operators
The expression language MUST support if/then/else expressions
The expression language MUST support determination of the maximum and minimum dates in context periods in the target instance
The expression language MUST support testing for the presence or absence of any fact in the target instance
Formula signalling
The behaviour of a formula processor MUST be defined by the formula specification in the case of an expression evaluation exception
Variable binding
Variable bindings to facts MAY filter based upon their contexts
Variable bindings to facts MAY filter based upon their units
Variable bindings to facts MAY filter based upon their decimals or precision values
Variable bindings to facts MAY filter based upon their surrounding tuple structure
Variable bindings to facts MAY filter based upon information in the DTS
In evaluating a formula, the binding for one variable MAY condition on the bindings for others
Variables MUST only bind to facts that are explicitly present in the input
Variables MAY filter input facts based on the filters applied by other variables
The variables in a formula MAY bind to facts in multiple input XBRL instances if those instances are part of a larger XML document
The variables in a formula MAY bind to processor inputs in multiple ways, with each binding resulting in a separate formula evaluation
Binding rules MUST cover the handling of duplicate facts in an XBRL instance in a manner that is consistent with the XBRL 2.1 specification
Pending confirmation that the issues raised by IHR have been addressed.
Variables MUST bind to facts, not to their values
Variables MUST be able to bind to sequences of facts
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